Mission

The legal predecessor of our company, INTER TAN-KER Kft., was founded in 2002. Today, the
company's core business is in the field of transport, in turn carrying out the operator’s activities.

INTER TAN-KER Zrt. regards it as its mission to help the work of the government and local
governments as well as multinational, small and medium-sized enterprises in the field of
transport with comprehensive solutions. In order to further develop transport in Hungary, we are
open to understanding and supporting the goals of our partners by involving our own and
external resources. We would like to maintain our key role by meeting the various needs of
Hungarian and international transport and introducing innovative solutions. During our activities,
it is our guiding principle to satisfy our partners’ needs beyond their expectations and to further
facilitate their work and make it more effective.

In order to improve the quality of public services and other services offered, we perform our
services accurately, involving our employees, whose professional knowledge is outstanding
even at the international standards. As a result, we design and realise rather usable, stable,
reliable, and efficient operating systems for the Hungarian and international transport industry.
In designing and developing our solutions, we do not only focus on technologies but also on
those transport systems that meet the ever-growing challenges of society.

We believe that it is the basic condition of the success of INTER TAN-KER Zrt. and, at the same
time, it is the most important goal of its activities to provide modern and competitive services to
our customers and to continually improve the quality of our services. We perform our tasks
according to high ethical, professional, and economic standards.
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Our Company operates according to the ISO EN 9001:2000, ISO 27001:2005, and ISO
14001:2004 (MSZ EN ISO 14001:2005) standards, which ensures that the quality of our
services is maintained at a high level.
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